Visualizing Village Concepts to Implement Zoning
Topic:

Visualization,
An Overview

What it is: We will be preparing visual representations (aka, visualizations) in two- and three-dimensions of three
different ‘build out’ scenarios for the proposed Standish Corner Village Center. Build-outs show the amount of
development that is reasonably allowed based upon the suitability of the land for development according to a set of
zoning standards. We will do build outs for the existing zoning and 2 other zoning options based upon the Village Design
Master Plan. The visualizations we prepare will show variations of the ‘Big Issues’.
Visualizations come in a variety of
forms and formats. We’ll use them all.

These illustrations show opportunities for
new development and redevelopment,
similar to the “possibilities” and choices in
Standish Corner.
Source: Assn to Preserve Cape Cod.

These visualizations show the existing
neighborhoods surrounding an intersection and two
options for development. We will be building up to
three 3D models for Standish Corner showing
variations in the ‘Big Issues’ we are discussing.
Source: ______ .

This visualization shows the relationship between a
number of issues we’ll discuss: setbacks from the
street (min. & max.), building heights/no. of stories
(min. & max), and sidewalks & streetscape.

Source: Assn to Preserve Cape Cod.
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‘Big Issue’ #1:

Density & Scale –
Residential
Lot Sizes

What it is: Minimum Lot size is the minimum land area that is required per residential dwelling unit, generally
given in the number of square feet (sf) or acres required. The minimum may vary by type of housing units. For
instance, more or less land per unit may be required for multi-unit housing versus single family housing. Minimum
lot sizes are typically smaller for village areas (resulting in higher overall density) than in rural areas. Some
communities have adopted Maximum Lot Sizes as well (to help ensure some density threshold is met). It is very
desirable to have a variety of house lot sizes within a neighborhood, and not a “one size fits all”, cookie cutter
approach with lots all the same size and/or houses of the same style and cost. Lot size diversity is good!

Existing Min. Lot Size
60,000 sf lots (~ 1.5 acres each)

Potential Min. Lot Size
20,000 sf lots (~ half acre each)

Creative use of varying residential lot sizes to create a quality
new neighborhood within an existing village center, with retail,
interconnected streets (‘Big Issue’ #4) and open space/parks.

Source: MRLD.

Source: MRLD.

Source: SPO’s ‘Guide to Livable
Design’, DeWan & Kent, 2005.
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‘Big Issue’ #1:

Density & Scale –
Commercial
Building
Footprint

Hannaford
Building Footprint
~44,500 sf

What it is: This is the maximum area of each floor a building may have. In tandem with “Permitted Land
Uses”, a maximum building footprint strongly influences the type of development that can occur. There are a
variety of ways, through architectural detailing and configuration of buildings, to make much larger buildings
“seem” smaller. It is also possible to allow larger individual buildings but regulate the maximum size of a
single use within a single building.

Norway Savings Bank
~3620 sf (main bldg)

Dunkin Donuts
~1825 sf (main bldg)

Rest of Colonial Market Place
Building Footprint
~31,000 sf

Merritt House
~1650 sf

All building footprint images are shown at the same approximate scale (roughly 1”=50’).
Source: Standish Assessor.
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Big Issue #2:

Zoning
Boundaries

What it is: Zoning Boundaries very specifically identify which development regulations pertain to the individual parcels of
land within those boundaries. This includes regulations relating to the Land Uses (Big Issue #3) that are permitted, the
Density and Scale of development that is allowed (Big Issue #1), and the all the other accompanying site development
standards.

Existing Zoning

Proposed Master Plan Districts

Additional Zoning Considerations
For consideration:
Overlay Zone

For consideration:
Village Center Zone
to focus new
retail/commercial

The Village Commercial (VC) zoning district is
centered around Route 25, encouraging a more
linear pattern of development rather than creating
the desired depth to the village center that is
expressed in the Master Plan.
The VC district is surrounded by the Residential
district which allows a minimum lot size of 60,000 sf.
The area also includes several Commercial districts
and an Industrial district.
Source: MRLD.

The proposed Village Mixed Use I (VMU I) district
zoning district is designed to encourage depth to the
village center, supported by a new network of local
streets (as described by the Roadway Plan). It is
intended to be the target area for most retail and
commercial development in the village as well as
Residential development. This district would allow
the same land uses within this larger area, including
along the primarily residential areas along Route
35/Northeast Road west of Standish Corner.
The VMU I district is surrounded by two other mixed
use districts, VMU II and Village Professional.

A couple of options for the zoning boundaries are to:
• Further refine the VMU I district by adding a
redefined Village Center district that would focus
the area for the majority of retail and commercial
development to a smaller, central area within the
VMU I district (the blue line, above)
• Further refine the VMU I and VMU II districts along
Route 25 west of Standish Corner with an overlay
district that refines the permitted uses and
development standards from the rest of the district
(the green line, above).
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‘Big Issue’ #3:

Land Uses (&
Design)

What it is: Land Uses are the types of activities and uses that are allowed within a zoning district. Some zones allow
only a narrow range of land uses (for example, residential only, or industrial only), while others purposefully try to
achieve a diverse and broad range of compatible land uses (“Mixed Use” areas). These Mixed Use areas typically
include single family and multifamily homes, retail shops, offices, light manufacturing, banks and restaurants. Mixed
use areas often not only want to create this mix within the districts, but within the buildings themselves. This might take
the form of retail businesses on the first floor and offices and apartments above. How the uses fit together is critical!

Source: SPO’s ‘Guide to Livable Design’, DeWan & Kent, 2005.

Source: Metro Design Center, MN.

Source: City of Albuquerque.

